Brain areas involved in rapid categorization of natural images: an event-related fMRI study.
Event-related fMRI was used to investigate brain activation during a visual go/no-go categorization task based on colored photographs of natural scenes, similar to a previous ERP study by Thorpe et al. (1996, Nature 381: 520-522). Subjects had to press a key when an animal was present in the display. Stimuli were flashed for 33 ms using an intertrial interval of 5 s and a design that carefully balanced targets and distractors in a pseudo-random sequence. Activation produced by targets and distractors was compared with two different techniques, one based on correlations with the stimulation pattern, the other using simple t score statistics to compare selected scans. The contralateral primary motor cortex and the ipsilateral cerebellum were both more active following target trials than following distractors, thus confirming the sensitivity of the method. Differential activity was also seen in the posterior cingulate cortex, the fusiform, and the parahippocampic gyri. Activity in such structures could underlie the differential evoked-potentials reported previously in the same task. Surprisingly, in these visual structures, the signal was stronger following distractor trials than target ones. This result could be due to more prolonged processing on distractor trials. Alternatively, it could be that target detection induces strong activation of a small proportion of neurons, which, because of competitive inhibitory mechanisms, could result in a decrease in activity for the population as a whole. We suggest that this kind of mechanism could also account for the decreases in signal observed in perceptual priming experiments.